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The developers stopped updating 2 years ago with maybe 15% of an actual game here. MAYBE 15%. In the last 2 years waiting
for an update, I devised these creative yet terrible things to wish upon them. I hope that they. are forced to live with the worlds
smallest water heater, burn their mouth on the first bite of a delicious meal, step in a mysterious puddle with their socks every
time they go into the bathroom, watch a remake of whatever their favorite movie is, and its garbage, wash something red with
all of their white clothes, get sand in their shorts without even getting the enjoyment of going to the beach, get their order wrong
at every restaurant, speak with someone too ethnic to understand at any drive-thru, always get raisins instead of chocolate chips,
turn their pillow over to the cool side, only to have it also be warm, feel their cell phone vibrate in their pocket, only to have it
not be there, stub their toe, at least every other day, always find out that they have no toilet paper only after dropping a deuce,
only be greeted by really sweaty handshakes, get facebook notifications that are only game invites, only dream about being at
work whenever they sleep, always get really warm water when they try to get a drink, always get haircuts that are shorter on one
side, but not notice untill after getting home, have the slowest checkout line at a grocery store, regardless of length, start to
sneeze only to end up not sneezing, always get 30 second, unskippable ads on youtube that load with no problem, followed by a
video that stops to buffer every 3-5 seconds accidentally use their masterball on a pidgey, and corrupt their file when trying to
reset, only ever find handguns when they drop in their chosen battle royale, always get ganked in dark souls pvp, and finally,
never be able to carry in their groceries into the house with a single trip.. Like what the hell. Does everyone remember how
awesome The Elder Scrolls Oblivian was when it came out? This game, though a work in progress, has that feeling. The
mechanics alone are the reason why I bought it. However, it also has good graphics (becoming amazing every patch), rich and
fulfilling combat, and the possibility for so much more. The developers listen to the players, and they really care about their
work. So, if there is/was something you care about in this game they will hear you out on it. I can't wait to see what this game
turns out to be. EDIT: I think that the game has been abandoned. The has not been any update or new content since January
2016 at this point.. Athough this Open World game is Early Access and in only in Pre-Alpha, you can still have a lot of fun with
it. The Devs are hot on combat mechanics and you have to earn your kills, not only by moves but also knowledge of which
particular weapon and weapon spells work best against each enemy type. You play either in 1st ot 3rd person, changeable at the
scroll of your mouse wheel, I find fighting easier in 3rd person with this game. There is very little "hand-holding" and you have
to find out a lot of stuff by yourself, or cheat and go on the forums if you are really stuck. Currently only one very large Island is
available but it gives a good few hours of gameplay. The graphics are pretty good and slated to get better, something I really like
to hear. Crafting is high on the list for future Updates as is mining. Check out the Liminal Games site for more info.. A couple
of important points. -Amazingly responsive devs and frequent updates, this really is Early Access done right. -If you like use-
based progress systems this is one of the very few options out there. Helps that it's also a great game for its stage of development
and on a very promising path for the future.. Some things may have changed since i originally wrote this review but I won't
reinstall this. Do not buy this game expecting to finish it buy this game to play it. 0.99$ Seriously it is worth that many times
over. Pros Game looks REALLY good like amazeballs good. Game has an amazing amount of potential. One thing I REALLY
like, kill a bandit wearing Leather armor ALL his armor shows up in his inventory CANNOT stress how much i like that. Cons
Change the text for bodies and objects on the ground from red to white FFS. Gamma control slider please. Can't save the bloody
game, pretty much the most basic of all game controls, does not exist. which means every time you go in game you start from
the begining. If your gonna use campfires to make a save point then make that the save point when i start the game.. I like the
game. The lack of updates make me believe it is dead and cannot recommend others to buy it, but when it started, it was fun. I
would recommend it again if it were to start recieving updates once more.
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